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INTRODUCTION

TO THE

CURRICULUM MATERIALS ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Background and Uses of the CMAS

New materials for social science/social studies education are becoming
available in increasing quantities. This is the result of substantial support
given to curriculum materials developers by government and private sources in
the 1960s. The task of those who must select and adapt materials is difficult,
not only because of the increasing numbers of materials from which they must
select, but also because of the greater complexity and sophistication of many
of the new materials.

In May 1967 the Social Science Education Consortium (SSEC) published
Steps in Curriculum Analysis Outline. The outline was designed to provide a
method of analyzing curriculum ideas and materials in breadth and depth. Since
that time the Curriculum Materials Analysis System (CMAS, as it has now come
to be called) has been used by a large number of educators in workshops, con-
ferences, and in other e&lcational endeavors throughout the United States.
Many useful suggestions for revision were received from many of these people.
'.t has been our experience that the CMAS is equally useful both as an analy-
tical decision-making instrument and as a teacher-training tool.

Below are listed eight possible uses of the CHAS. These suggestions ap-
peared in the 39th Yearbook (1969) of the National Council for the Social
Studies, Social Studies Curriculum Develo ment: Progoects and Problems.

1) General library use: To assist users to become quickly acquainted
with the materials in a curriculum library.

2) Analysis of trends: To facilitate the analysis of trends in curriculum
materials, such as the increasing or decreasing use of particulsr types
of objectives, teaching strategies, teaching aids, etc.

3) Field data collection: To serve as a framework for accumulating com-
parable data from different sources on classroom use of materials.

4) Decision-making: To assist in choosing new curriculum materials.
5) Curriculum use: To help classroom teachers understan:, new materials

that have been selected for their use.
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6) Curriculum development: To suggest to curriculum
developers all

of the dimensions of curriculum philosophy, construction, and use
that they might take into consideration in their work.

7) In-service education: To introduce teachers tc new ideas and approach..in new curriculum material, span. from scientific
adoption decisims.

(In curriculum analysis seminars which were part of the Experienced
Teacher Fellowship Programs at Purdue University and at the University
of Colorado, we found the development and application of a curriculum
materials analysis system to be a very stimulating method of getting
teachers involved with all the elements of curriculum philosophy,
construction, and use.)

8) Pre-service 'ducation: To acquaint students with a broad range of cur-
riculum materials through the study of analyses done by others; and to
introduce students to all the dimensions of curriculum construction and
use by having them perform curriculum analyses of their own.

Since 1967 over 200 Curriculum
Matertals Analysts (CMAs) of a wide varietyof curriculum units or packages have been produced by various individuals andgroups. Many of the CMAs were done in a short time, often with inadequate

resources, and in some cases for the purpose of training rather than producinga finished product. At this writing, the SSEC has selected and made availablefor sale 14 CMAs of 27 curriculum materials packages.
Because of the SSEC's continuing effort to make available to educators

information about new developments and approaches in social studies/social
science education, a Social Studies

Curriculum Materials Data Book has beenpublished. The first edition of the Data Book contains separate analyses of72 new social studies curriculum materials packages, textbooks, games and simu-
lations, plus explanatory text and indices. Each data sheet is a single-sheet,
two-page analysis of curriculum materials. The VAS was used to provide an
analytical framework for the data sheets.

The Revised CMAS

Below is a comparison of the major section headings in the 1967 CMAS andin this revision. Three major section headings have been changed. The primaryreason for this was clarity and generality. Antecedent Conditions, now Section5.0, is considered after the analyst has examined the substance of the
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curriculum package. Two new sections have been added: 7.0. Background of
Materials Development; and 8.0, Background of the Analysis.

These two sections are brief, and may be ignored by the CMA reader
interested only in the materials.

1967 CMAS Major Sect.ton Headings 1971 Revision, CMAS Major Section
Headings

1.0 Descriptive Characteristics 1.0 Product Characteristics
2.0 Rationale and Objectives 2.0 Rationale and Objectives
3.0 Antecedent Conditions 3.0 Content
4.0 Content 4.0 Theory and Strategies
5.0 Instructional Theory and 5.0 Antecedent Conditions

Teaching Strategies

6.0 Overall Judgments 6.0 Evaluation

7.0 Background of Materials
Development

8.0 Background of the Analysis
In this revision the CMAS has been organized into three forms. Each fors

is intended to stand on its own. The first, or short, form contains questions
at the one-decimal level only. The possible users of this form would be parti-
cipants in short workshops of a few hours to a day in length and the busy ad-
ministrator or teacher who does not have time for more in-depth examination
of curriculum materials. The second, or intermediate, form contains questions
at both the one-decimal and two-decimal levels. The possible users of this
form would be participants in one or two week workshops, students in short
courses on curriculum, and the curriculum specialist who needs to examine a
package of curriculum materials in greater depth than the short form permits.
The third, or long, form contains questions at the one-decimal, two-decimal,

and three-decimal levels. The possible users of this form are curriculum
specialists or teachers who have a good bit of time to devote to analysis of
materials, methods teachers and their students who wish to spend a good portion
of a term analyzing materials, and others who wish to have a very thorough
knowledge of curriculum materials.

Each level contains both narrative and scale questions. One-decimal level
questions me intended to elicit information of the most important, yet general.
nature within each section. As the analysis unfolds within each section, sub-
ordinate level questions (two- and three-decimal questions) elaborate on the
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questions asked at the first'level. Some subsections of the CMAS are covered
adequately at the intermediate, or 4o-deetmal, level

In addition to the short, intermediate, and long version or a Curriculum
Materials Analysis (CMA), there is a synopsis form which sumwarizes each ofthe five substantive sections, 2.0 through 6.0, in 100 words or less.

Analyzing Curriculum, Materiels with the CMAS
The CMAS is not viewed as a strict linear instrument. That is, the usershould not feel that he must proceed with his analysis starting with Section1.0 and working straight through the sections in numerical order. The firststep for the analyst is to become generally familiar with both the entire in-

strument and the package of materials keeping the CMAS in mind. In this wayhe will get a feel for the kinds of questions asked in each section and the
relationship among the see-ions.

Following that, it is probably desirable tostart with Section 1.0, Product Characteristics. This section provides an over-view of the curriculum materials, including a complete description of the phys-ical characteristics and a brief description of selected substantive character-istics. It is suggested that the analyst proceed in order for the most part,departing from order as convenient--e.g., skipping some sections and coming
back to them.

Most of the questions asked in the CMAS require a scaled response. A
typical scale is shown below left.

/
0

Very
low

/ / / / / / / / / /# /3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CAverage Very
high

The analyst is asked to check a number on this scale that he deems the most
appropriate to the question. In most cases scaled questions are accompaniedby another scale. This scale is shown, above right. The analyst can ask the
reader to see his narrative statement (SN) and/or indicate whether informationabout a question is either not applicable (NA) or unavailable (UA). Since ananalyst may have to ese his imagination to figure out implicit answers, inmost cases scaled questions are also accompanied by a scale which indicatesthe degree of certainty with which the analyst is answering a particular ques-tion. Zero on this scale indicates a very low certainty of response; 4 indi-
cates high certainty. The intent of the certainty scale is to make the analystfeel more comfortable about responding, since he can always hedge by indicating



degree of certainty. Also, the "SN scale" appears where there is not a

numerically-scaled response called for. Scaled questions should always be
at.swered (if only to indicate NA or UA), and narrative responses should also
be made unless the analyst feels that everything he has to say is indicated
by the scaled responses and checks. In Sections 2.0 through 6.0, the analyst
is asked to write & brief, 100 word or less, abstract summarizing his analysis
of those sections.

It is intended that the final product of the analyst's work, the CMA, be
the completed CMAS form integrated with the narrative responses. That is,
upon completion of the curriculum analysis, narrative responses are typed.
These narrative responses are then incorporated into the filled-out CMAS via
a cut-and-paste process.

The staff of the Social Science Education Consortium is anxious to receive
feedback from the users of the CHAS. We are particularly interested in which
form(s) were used, for what purpose, the ease of use, problems with use, and
suggestions for further revision. Please address all inquiries and comments
to CHAS Coordinator, Social Science Education Consortitac 855 Broadway, Boulder,
Colorado 80302.
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CURRICULUM MATERIALS ANALYSIS SYSTEM
(Revised May 1971)

Out
Short Form

1.0 Product Characteristics
1.1 Subject Co..tent
1.2 Intended Uses
1.3 Printed Materials and Other Media
1.4 Dominant Instructional Characteristics
1.5 Performance Data Availability

2.0 Rationale and Objectives
2.1 11.!e Individual and Society
2.2 Knowledge and Values
2.3 Existence and Use of a Rationale
2.4 Cognitive Objectives
2.5 Affective Objectives
2.6 Psychomotor Objectives

3.0 Content
3.1 Cognitive Content
3.2 Affective Content

4.0 Theory and Strategies
4.1 Learning Theory
4.2 Instructional Theory
4.3 Teaching Modes
4.4 Strategy Pattern
4.5 Effectiveness

5.0 Antecedent Conditions
5.1 Physical Characteristics
5.2 Teacher Characteristics
5.3 School
5.4 Community Characteristics
5.5 Relationship to Other Aspects of Curriculum

6.0 Evaluation
6.1 Sources of Evaluative Data
6.2 Effects Predicted or Reported
6.3 Comparisons
6.4 Recommended Uses

. 7.0 Background of Materials Development
7.1 Institution and/or Person(s) Responsible for Materials7.2 Duration and Funding of Project
7.3 Dissemination
7.4 Associated Programs

8.0 Background of the Analysis
8.1 Characteristics of the Analyst(s)
8.2 Circumstances of this Analysis
8.3 Selection of Materials
8.4 References
8.5 Attitudes and Opinions of the Analyst

Copyright (c) 1971 by the Social Science Education Consortium, Inc.,Boulder, Colorado 80302. All rights reserved. 10



1.0 Product Characteristics

Information. This section gives a general overview of the curriculum misLe-
rials, including a complete description of the physical characteristics and a
brief description of selected sub3taLtive characteristics.

Instruction. After completing the entire analysis, write and insert here
an overview of the entire analysis in not more than 100 words. The overview
should be both selected, pointing to the most important

characteristics of
the materials as the analyst sees them, and succinct.

1.1 Subject Content

This topic is treated very briefly here. See Section 3.0, Content, for
elaboration; see also Section 6.0, Evaluation.

1.1-Q1 Indicate the discipline or disciplines most prominent, mark them
"l," "2," "3," in order of promineAce; or, if they cannot he distincmishod,
mark them all "l." If more than three disciplines are prominent, mark either
"interdisciplinary" or "multidisciplinary."

Anthropology
Economics
Geography
History
Political Sci.

IIILm1111
See Not

narrative applicable
(SN) (NA)

Psychology
Sociology
Social Psych.
Interdisc.
Multidisc.

Unavailable
(UA)

Mall11111MM

/ /
Analyst's

Certainty (C)
(Scale 0-4)

1.1-Q2 In get:ler/9., how sound is the substantive content of these materials?Mark the scale according to your best overall judgment. Note: The scale
shown below right is an abbreviation of the scale in 1.1-Q1.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / /0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CVery Moderately Very
unsound sound sound

1.2 Intended Uses

Much of the content of this section is elaborated in Section 5.0, Antecedent
Conditions.

1.2-Q1 For what grade level or levels arc these materials rest acnropri.:te,
according to the author?

Grade levels)
.....

/ / / / / /0
SN NA 111A



1.2-Q2 Are there any particular kinds of students, teachers, schools, or
ccmmunttios for which these materials would be especially suitable or unsuit-
able--for example, students from particular ethnic groups, teachers without
much background in social science, schoolvvith or without flexible facili-
ties, and communities that are or are not politically conservative. If "yes,"
elaborate.

I____L____I / I / / / If IYes No SN NA VA C

1.2-03 What aces the author consider the most appropriate length of time,
in weeks or years, for the use of the whole set of materials? Circle "weeks"
or "years" according to which emit is used.

weeks or
years

1,3 Printed Materials and Other Media

Note that this section refers to the
in this analysis. Other material3 and
ulum package but which are not zovered

briefly below.

1.3-Q1 Check which of the followik,

in this analysis:

/ 1 / / /# /
SN NA VA

specific materials and media covered

media which belong to the same curric-

in this analysis should be described

items are available and are covered

Student Text

Other printed
student materials

Teachrlr's Guide

=11

Other printed teacher
materials

Media other than
printed materials

Tests

/ / / /
SN NA VA

/11

1.3-Q2 Are there other materials and media which are closely related to
the materials which have been analyzed but which are not included in thisanalysis? If so, describe them briefly.

/ / /

SN

12

/ /# /
NA UA C



1.3-Q3 What is your general overall judgment of the physical and technical

(not substantive) quality of the materials, including all media? (For an

overall judgment of the substantive quality of the materials, see 1.1-Q2).

/ / / / 1 / / /, /

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA
Very Average Excel-
poor lent

1.3-Q4 As compared with the average cost of supplying curriculum materials

for a social studies class at the grade levol(s) for which these materials

are intended, how are the costa of these materials?

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / /0 /
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Very Average Very
low high

1.4 Dominant Instructional Characteristics

To the extent that materials can influence the course of learning activities,

give your best judgments as to the probable effects of these materials in

shaping the following dimensions of learning. The use of various teaching

strategies is treated much more fully in Section 4.0, Learning Theory and

Teaching Strategies.

1.4-Q Describe the dominant types of teaching and learning activities that

are prescribed or suggested by these materials.

/# /
SN NA UA

1.5 Performance Data Availability

This section gives very brief information on performance data derived from

classroom use of the materials. Section 6.0 includes more detailed data.

1.5-Q1 How multi information on performance results of these materials is

available?

/ _/ / / / / / / ./....--1 ./..--.1-_-_/ if, /

0 1 2 .?. 4 5 6 SI NA UA C

None Moderate Very
amount much

13



1.5-Q2 If data are available, how unfavorable or

respect to the intended results?

0 1 2 3 4
Very un- Moderately
favorable favorable

/
5 6

Very
favorable

1----/
SN NA UA

favorable are they with

1.6 References

References cited, in this section refer only or primarily to information about
the materials themselves. Section 7.32 gives references to the curriculum
development project and Section 8.4 cites references which the analyst has
found useful in understanding the analysis system and applying it to the materials.

1.6-Q List the one or two most useful references which give information aboutthe materials in Addition to the information found in the materials themselves.Give proper bibliographic references, including prices and how the references
can be found or obtained.

/ / / /# JSN NA UA

14
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2.0 Rationale and

Information. A rationale is a philosophic position on education held by a
curriculum developer. It consists of the assumptions and goals which the devel-
oper uses as guides and criteria for the selection and ordering of objectives,
content, strategies, and evaluation processes in the curriculum. The assump-
tions include assumptions about the nature of the individual, of society, and
of the relationship between the individual and society; also assumptions about
the nature of knowledge and values. To the extent that a curriculum is em-
bodied in materials, the rationale also supplies guides and criteria for the
materials.

Objectives of curriculum materials are statemcAts that indicate the ways in
which students are expected to change their thinking, values, and actions as a
result of using the materials. Objectives range from very general to very
specific and include both substantive and methodological objectives. Specific
objectives are sometimes stated in the form of "behavioral," or "performance,"
objectives.

Instructions. With respect to all parts of the CHAS, the evidence for answers
to questions may be explicitly stated in the materials or other sources, or it
may be implicit and necessitate the making of inferences by the analyt,t, or there
may be no evidence at all on which to base an answer. Many of the questions on
rationale may put a severe strain on the inferential powers of the analyst and
some may have to go unanswered.

After completing Section 2.0, write and ins.rt here an abstract of
the section in not more than 100 words. The abstract may contain both descr.b-
tive and evaluative statements.

2.0-Q1 Can the author's rationale be found explicitly and clearly in the
materials or in other sources available to the analyst? Can it be found implic-
itly? Does it seem that no rationale exists? Indicate your answer on the
following scale.

0 1 2

Non-existent
or impossible
to discover

3 4

Implicit
and fairly
clear

/ / /

5 6

Explicit
and very

clear

15

L_--/
SN NA UA C

/ / #
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2.0-Q2 How clear is the author in setting forth his objectives?

/ _L__ J._.__j___j___/____,_j____/ 1.____/ / / ___/ /10 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CVery Fairly Very
obncure clear clear

2.0-Q3 To what extent do you, the analyst, agree with the author's rationaleand objectives?

/ / /

SN
/0 1 2 3 4 5 6 NA UA

/1
Not at To some To great
all extent extent

2.1 The _Individual. and Society

2.1 Q1 What is the nature of the individual and of society, and how are theindividual and society related to each other?

/ / / /# /
SN NA UA

2.1-Q2 What goals should education foster for the individual and for society?To what extent are these goals compatible, to what extent in conflict?

L./ a___/SN NA UA

2.2 Knowledge and Values

2.2-Q1 What is the author's v::* about the source or sources of knowledge and
about how man acquires knowledge?

I /
10 /

SN 1A UA

2.2-Q2 What is the author's view about thc source or sources of values and
about how run acquires values?

16

/ / / / / /0 /
SN NA 11A
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2.5 Affective Objectives

2.5-0 To what degree are affective objectives emphasised in the materials?

/ / / _ / / / / / / / / / /il /0 1 2 3 4 5 SN NA UA CNo Moderate Much
emphasis emphasis emphasis

2.5-Q2 How clearly does the author state his affective objectives?

/ / / / 1 / / / / / / 10 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CVery Fairly Very
obscurely clearly clearly

2.5-Q3 To what extent does the author attempt to have students take positive
and committed stand on values?

/ / / / / / / / / / / /0 i0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CNot at To some To a
all extent great

extent

2.6 Psychomotor Ohlectives

2.6-Q To what extent are psychomotor objectives present in the materials?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA
Not at To a mod- To a
all erate extent great

extent
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3.0 Content

Lnformation Ln this section the concern is with what content-related changes
are intended in the knowledge, attitudes, and behavior of the student through
the use of the materials being analyzed. As a result, this section is broken
down into cognitive content and affective content. Cognitive content is con-
cerned with examining the facts, concepts, generalizations, structure(s), and
theory(ies) presented in the materials. Affective content is concerned with
examining the presence of values and attitudes in the materials, and the affec- .

tive levels of commitment to which the materials aspire.
Instruction. After completing Section 3.0, write and insert here

nn abstract of the section in not more than 100 words.

3.1 Cognitive Content

3.1-Q1 How useful does the author view each of thn following to he in explain-
ing his discipline?

For analytical purposes, the analyst can refer to the following definitions:
A fact is a unique thing or event that exists in the real world.
A concept is an idea generalized from particular facts. The essence of a

concept is its unity, its oneness. A useful concept should identify a cluster
of properties that usually go together and that have a meaningful relationship
to each other. The usefulness of a concept depends partly on its general accep-
tanco, partly on its communicabilitybut most importantly on its relationship
to a larger body of knowledge.

A generalization il a statement of 1 relationship between two or more concepts.
Most useful generalizations are universally applicable and can be used for pre-
diction purposes. Useful generalizations are desirable knowledge.

A structure is the arrangement and interrelationship of concepts within a whole.
The concepts of n structure define the investigated subject matter of a disci-
pline and function as a guide to inquiry.

racts
Concepts

Generalizations
Structures
Theories

,0
Useless

2 3 4 5 6
Moderately Extremely'

useful useful

18
/ / / / / /0

SN NA UA C



3.1-Q2 What discipline(s) is (are) emphasized in the materials?

Anthropology
4.---

Economics

a2212217
alatory

Political Science

Psychology

Sociology

Social Psychology

Interdisciplinary

Multidisci lina v
/ J. / 1 /0 /

SN NA UA C

3.1-Q3 What other subject areas are emphasized?

1 / / /# /
SN NA UA

3.1-Q4 Would you judge the overall cognitive content of the materials to be
biased?

/ 1 I / / / / / / / / / /# /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CExtremely Somewhat Extremely
biased biased unbiased

3.1-Q5 What is the substantive quality of the cognitive content?

/ / / / / / / / / / / / /# /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UAVery Fair Very
poor gOod

3.1-Q6 How would you judge the overall affective content of the materials?

/ / / / / / / / / / / I / /0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CExtremely Balanced Value
value laden free

3.1-Q7 Do the materials emphasize the affective or cognitive content?

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / /0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA
A great deal A A great
of affective balance dcal of
content cognitive

content

19
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3.1-Q8 To what extent is the author's view of his discipline consistent

with the cognitive content in his curriculum materials?

/ I L. / I / /I /L l //f
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Totally Moderately Extremely
incon- consistent consistent
sistent

3.2 Affective Content

3.2-Q1 What is the author's view of the affective content of the discipline(s)?

/ / / / / /# /
SN NA UA C

3.2-Q2 How are values and attitudes presented in the materials?
A value is assessed worth toward a thing, event, behavior, or phenomenon. To

value something means it has met certain criteria you have posed.
An attitude is a simple generalized relationship of a person to a class of

things or situations. A value is often considered to be more positive, more
structured, and more likely to lead to action than attitudes. An attitude is
indicated by statements such as "I feel that..." "I think that..." and "The
way I see it is...." To value involves choosing, prizing, and acting upon
something.

/ / I J I / l I I I I. I I Ll0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA
Implicit A balance Explicit

3.2-Q3 To what extent are the values and attitudes studied parallel to the
present and future. needs of the student?

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / /f /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA
Not at To some To great
all extent extent

3.2-q4 To what extent is the author's view of the affective content of his
discipline consistent with the affective content in his curricular materials?

1 / / / / / / / / / / / / /41 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CTotally Somewhat Extremely
inconsistent consistent consistent
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4.0 Theory and Strategies

There is no comprehensive theory which covers All aspects of learning. Nor isthere A comprehensive theory which covers all aspects of instruction or educa-
tional methodology. Viler examining; curriculum materials, we must do careful
analysis and make sound judgments about theory and its application to the cur-
riculum materials. In this section the concern is the adequacy with whiet com-ponents of theory can be described and explained, rather than the rightness orwrongness of a particular

theoretical position.
Learning theorists are concerned about the emotional, intellectual, andbehavioral development of the child: his personality, motivations, and the socialconditions of learning. More specifically, they are also concerned about rein-forcement, transfer of learning, and retention. Instructional theory is closelytied to learning theory. It is both prescriptive and normative. It prescribesrules which convey the most effective way of achieving curricular objectives.For example, [1 a concept in mathematics is presented to a student in small

steps combined with immediate feedback, it is Mely he will better retain theconcept. Instructional theory is normative in that criteria are established
(on some basis) and conditions are stated for meeting the criteria. In short,a theory of instruction is concerned with the improvement of, rather than a
description of, learning.

A teaching strategy is a chosen pattern of action(s) aimed at reaching somegoal. It includes the conceptualization of the desired interaction and outcomes;the selection of teacher role; the selection of materials and media; the selec-tion of the pattern of communication; and the selection of the physical arrange-ments.

Instructions. After completing Section 4.0, write and insert here an abstractof the section in not more than 100 words.

4.1 LenrnInI,Theory

4.1-Q1 What explicit statements does the author make in the materials orelsewhere which reflect his position toward a particular theory of learning?

/ / / / / /# /
SN NA UA C
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4.l -Q2 If there are no explicit statements made by the author, what implicit
statements does the analyst find in the curriculum materials or in associated
writings that reflect the author's position toward a particular theory of
learning?

/ / / /
SN NA UA

4.1-0 What is the author's view, as evidenced explicitly or implicitly in
these materials, and what is the anlayst's view, of tha importance of each of
the following cateeorl's of learning theory?

The following brief descriptions of learning theories may be useful in answer-
ing this question:

aecifist theory is concerned with the aralysil of specific stimuli and spe-
cific human behaviors. A general assumption of this theoretical position is
tkat complex behavior is a summation of specific behaviors. Other terms used
for this theoretical position are respondent theory or stimulus-response theory.
Major writers in the field are Edward L. Thorndike, Iva Pavlov, John A. Watson,
Edwin R. Guthrie, Clark Hull, and B. F. Skinner.

Field theory is concerned with analysis of mediating processes which occur
in the organism between stimuli preeentation and responses. Mediation in field
theory is thought to take the form of internal organization patterns within
the individual. These patterns govern the reception of stimuli, their transla-
tion into behavior, and resulting action. Another term sometimes used is Gestalt
psychology. Major writers in the field are Wolfgang Kghler, Kurt Lewin, Edward
C. Tolman, and Max Wertheimer .

Personality theory_ is concerned with the analysis of the individual's unique
characteristics and unique behavior patterns. Personality theorists study both
mental and physical properties of the individual and their interrelationships
as well as individual thought end behavior patterns. Major writers in the field
are Sigmund Freud, Henry A. Murray, Abraham Maslow, and Gordon Allport.

Speciti
_theory_
Field

theory
P0rgOlril

thCOrV

t _Author
--tralyst

Author
,

AAnalyst
ity Anth:,r

Anlivst
I.

1

......

0 1

Unimportant
2 3 4

Moderately
important

5 6

Very
important

/ / / / / /

SN NA UA C
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4.2-Q1 What explicit

statements in the materials or elsewhere does the author
make which reflect his position toward a particular theory of instruction?

/ / / / / /SN NA VA
4.2-Q2 If there arc no explicit

statements made by the author, what implicitstatements does the analyst find in the curriculum materials or in associatedwritings that reflect the author's position toward a theory of instruction?

/ / / / /1 /SN NA UA
4.2Q3 How well is the author's theory of instruction supported by evidenceand/or logic?

/ . I ./ / / / / / / / / / / /# /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CVery Moderately Very;oorly well well

4.2-Q4 To what extent do.you (the analyst) agree with the author's theoreticalposition on instruction?

J / ,/ / / / / / / / / / /# /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CNot at Moderately Completelyall agree agree
4.3 Teaching Modes

4.3-Q1 What are the principal teaching modes, as identified by the author,that are to be employed in teaching the materials?

/ / / t / /# /
SN NA UA

4.3-Q2 What terms describing the modes are used by the author, e.g., inquiry,discovery, directed discussion?

Z----/ /# /SN NA UA C
4.3-Q3 How carefully are the author's terms describing teaching modesdefined?

/ / / / / / / / / / / /# /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UANot Some Very
defined definition carefully

defined

23
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4.4 Strategy Pattern

4.4-Q1 What is the predominant pattern of strategy use?

1----1 L._..L...._1 /0 /
SN NA UA

4.4-Q2 How clear is the author about the pattern?

/ / / ] t / l / I_____/ / / / I 0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CVery Moderately Very
unclear clear clear

4.4-0 How consistent do you judge this strategy pattern to be with the objec-tives, content, and theory?

Objectives:

/ l / I / /
/ / l_ 00 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Content:

0 1 2 3 4

Theory:

/ /
0 1

Very

inconsis-
tent

/0 /
SN NA UA

/ / / / / / / /
2 3 4 5 6 SN
Somewhat Very

consistent consis-
tent

/ /O/
NA UA C

4.5 Effectiveness

4.5-Q1 In general, how effective do you think these strategies will be inteaching the materials?

1 1 1 1 / / 1 / I I / 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA. UAIneffec- Somewhat Verytine effective effective

4.5-Q2 Could you teach these materials? (Describe briefly.)

jL/_/1_1___1_1 / / / _I / /0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA CNo Yes, Yes
with modifi-

cations
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5.0 Antecedent Conditions

Information. Antecedent conditions are the conditions which must exist, with
respect to pupil, teacher, school, and community in order for the curriculum
materials to be successfully implemented.

In this section, the analyst is trying to determine beat prior skills and
knowledge both the learner and the teacher must possess in order to succeed
In achieving the objectives which Are intended by use of the curriculum mate-
rials. The analyst should also indicate if any unique characteristics and
conditions should exist within a school before the materials may be used. In
instances where unusual conditions should exist in a community in order for
materials to be used with success, these conditions should also be discussed.

Instruction. After completing the rest of Section 5.0, write and insert here
an abstract of the section in not more than 100 words.

5.1 Physical Characteristics

5.1-Q1 At what grade level(e) should students be in order to have the most
success with these materials?

Grade leve3(s)
/11 /SN NA UA

5.1-Q2 At what grade level(s) should students be in order to have moderate
success with these materials?

Grade level(s)
/ / / /# /SN NA UA

5.1-Q3 These materials are suited for pupils of what academic status?

/ / / / / / / / / /____/ / 0 /0 1 2 3 4 SN NA UA CSlow Average Gifted
learner

5.1-Q4 Indicate with a check mark the SUCC038 the various groups indicatc1
below might hove with the materials.

No Some Good
uccess success Success

--Blacks 0--

Indians
Jews_.

Mexicans ,...

Orientals
Iihites

..........

others
/. / 1__

VA
L.SN NA C
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5.2 Teacher Characteristics

5.2-0 What type of teacher, with respect to aendemtc background, training,

and experience will have success in teaching these materials?

/ / / / / /0 _/

SN NA UA

5.2-Q2 What type of teacher personality is best suited to teach these

materials successfully?

/ / / / / L/ / / /# /

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Strongly Somewhat Extremely
attached to flexible flexible
orderly pro-
cedure

5.2-Q3 What eultural and socio-economic characteristics should n teacher

possess in order to me these materials successfully?

SN NA VA C

5.2-Q6 At what intelligence level should the teacher he tc. successfully

implement these materials?

1 / 1
SN NA UA

5.2-Q5 To what degree will the teacher have to be motivated to use these

materials?

/ / / / / I / / L____/ I ,/ /0 /

0 I-7S 4 5 -T-- SN NA UA
ltnmoti- Moderately Highly
vated motivated motivated

5.3 School

5.3-Q Whnt school conditions are necessary for successful implementation

and use of these materials?

/ / / / / /0

SN NA UA C



5.4 Community Characteristicsw .....11Mwm...
5.4-Q1 What type of community is besv suited for the'suecessfu1 teaching

of these materials?

/'

SN. NA VA C

5.4-Q2 In what geogrnphic areas will the materials be most successful?

2 / / id /
SN NA UA C

5.4-Q3 What shoulei the occupationnl-industrinl makeup of the community be
to successfully implement these materials?

/ / / / / /0 /
SN NA VA ; C

5.4-Q4 What should the social attitudes of a community be to successfully
implement these mntetials?

/ / / / / / / / / / 1 / / /0 /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA d--Very Middle of Vary
conserve- the road libe.113
tive

5.5 Relationship to Other Aspects of Curriculum
5.5-Q Now well do these materials relate to other materials being taught

in the existing K-12 curriculum structure?

/ / / / / /d /
SN NA UA
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6.0

Information. In this section the purpose is to vide .he work of the analyst,

Along with data from other sources, to arrive at nn overall evaluation about

the curriculum materials. Scum, evaluative questicns have been asked in other
sections. These, combined with other sources of information, will enable the

analyst to arrive at the evaluation of he materials. This section is organ-
ized so that the analyst will be able to corpare his predictions with reported

information prior to making internal and external comparisons and recommending
UCJS of the materials.

Instruction. After completing the rest of. Section 6.0, write and insert here

an abstract of the section in not more than 100 words.

6.1 Sources of Evaluative Data

6.1-Q With respect to the annlysis and use of the materials, what primary

sources of evaluative data are available?

/ ___/ / _ /
SN NA VA C

6.2 Effectsyredicted or. }ported

6.2-Q1 In A:mural, what eftects of use ok materials would you (the analyst)
predict?

/ # /
SN NA UA

6.2-Q2 In general, what actual effects of use of the materials were reported
by reaeurchers, evaluators, observers, and/or );tudents?

/ / / /# /
SN NA VA C

6.2-Q3 To what degree do your predictions and the reported of arrce?

/ / / 1 / / / / / / / __J_____/ /0 /

UA
w0 1 2 3 5 6 SF NA CNo Some Complete

agree- agree- agree-
ment Plant: ment

6.2-Q4 In general, how successful in use %!cre the materials renorterto he?

/ / / / / / / / / / /# /
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Unsuc- Somewhat Very
cessful successful successful
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6.3 SannaLmrls

In general, how do these curriculum materials compare with respect to the
following:

6.3-Q1 Author's intentions:

/ / / / / 1----/ I#C /
0 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA

Incon-
sistent
and in-
appropriate
throughout

Moderately
consistent
and appro-
priate

throughout

6.3-Q2 Other similar

as comparison(s).

/ /

0 1

Doesn't
compare
favorably

6.3 -Q3

Very con-
sistent and

very Ap-
propriate
throughout

curriculum materials? List those materials used

2 3 4

Compares
favorably

Standards of analysts:

/ /

0 3 2

Does not
compare
favorably

/ /
3 4

Compares
favorably

5 6

Compares
very

favorably

/ / /

5 6

Compares
very

favorably

/ /

SN
/ / / /# /
NA C

.1 / '1
SN NA UA

/0 /

6.4 Recommended Usec

Information. Responses in this section in general will be based on the Pnal-

yos done in the previous five sections. In particular, it will be helpful

to refer to sections 3.2 and 5.0, as well as sections 6.2 and 6.3 to answer the

questions in this bection.

6.4-Q1 In general, to what degree would you (the analyst) recur end that

these materials be used, given the intended uses described in sections 1.2 and
5.0 above?

I J 1 / / I
0 1 2 3 4

Not hecommended
with quali-
fications

recom-
mended

6.4-Q2 To what cli do th(

/ /

5 6

Highly
recom-
mended

/ / / / /

SN NA UA

soirees, other than the analyst, described

in 6.1 and 6.2 above, recommend use of the materials?

/ / / / /
0 1 2 3 4

Not Recommended
with quali-
fications

recom-
mended

/ / /

5 6

Highly
recom-
mended

/,____/ / /# /
SN NA UA
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7.0 Background of Materials Development

The purpose of this section is to provide the reador of the Curriculum
Materials Analysis with a brief synopsis of some of the historical back-ground of the project which produced the materials. Some parts of this sec-tion will repeat some of the information

in Section 1.6, "Background, Sources,and Availability of Materials."

7.1 'Institution and/or Person(a) Respot Able for Materials
7.1-Q1 W ,t is the institution or agency responsible for development of thematerials? Are there other common names by which the institution or agencyis known?

SN NA UA7.1-Q2 Check below the type of institution or agency.

Federal --- School district
Privato not-for-profit

Stae University Commercial--
Other (specify)

S / /N NA UA

7.1-Q3 Who in (are) the person(s) most responsible for development of thematerials?

/ # /SN NA UA
7.2 Duration and Funding of Proiect

7.2-Q1 What was the major source of funding of the project?

SN NA UA7.2-Q2 Check below the type of agency that was the major
source of funding.

1.-Federal --- School district
State

University
Other (specify)

erww..10

Private not - '.'car- profit

Commercial

SN NA UA
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7.3 Dissemination

7.3-Q How much dissemination work--to teachers, school districts, state
departments, colleges, the public, and otherswas (is) done by the project
and/or publisher? (Publisher's workshops should be included in the concept
of dissemination, but not their publicity activities.)

1 /
0

None

1 I 1 1 / 1 1.1 L___L____l 11.1
1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA UA C

Moderate Crest
amount deal

7.4 Associated Programs

7.4-Q Describe briefly other materials development projects or programs in
which the principal personnel of the project are, or have been, involved.
What is the nature of this involvement (principal author, consultant, etc.)?

L____L....1
c

1SN NA UA
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8.0 Back&rou9d of the Analysis

Tip, purpose of this section is to give information about the background of
the annlyst(m), the circumstances under which the analysis was done, the
reasons for analyzing these particular materials. and the references used by
the analyst(s) in performing the analysis.

8.1 Characteristics of the Analvat(s)

In this section, references will be made to the analyst, in the singular.
However, if there are two or more analysts, information in Section 8.] should
be gIven for each of them Individually. Throughout the rest of the analysis,
if there arc two or more analysts working together, it is assumed that they give
a single answer to each question, representing a consensus.

8.1-01 What is the analyst's educational affiliation?

11.41111111111.
EleMentary Senior high College/university.
Junior high._ School district__ State department.
Other (specify)

...--11.4.04.600.11.

..110.1.11111,11. 00.11. OD .....a11
ONIrealb

SN

41

8.1-Q2 What is the analyst's professional affiliation?

11=

ell

Education Other academic discipline (specify)
Social Science- Other (specify)

/ /
SN.

8.1-Q3 What is the analyst's highest academic degree?

I._

BA or BS MA or MS PhD or EdD

Other (specify) - I---_ /
SNea. awl 1111.Y.1.4s

411111101aw ...MO IMM alma .1.1.1

8.l-Q4 How many curriculum materials analyses has the analyst done prier to
this one, using this system or a similar system?

NMEN01.01.01. 411...elso

None Two Four

One Three Five or more

411INIMIAM411.1.11,01.11.1

QM". eaw INIMIIIMN 111

3 2
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Bt S18.2 Ci rcumutuncrrc of this Analysis,

8.2-0 Approximately how many man-hours were spent doing this analysis?

hours
111111.1 1_.IIMILI1 IIIIM2/
SN NA UA

8.2-Q2 Describe the circumstances under veich this analysis was undertaken:

In a workshop

7n another type
of inservice program

Other (specify)
11,11.."...T

11.0.0 . am. .11Milesas.

In a class r
As part of the
duties of an employee

L---.1 CALI
SN NA UA

OWN.

8.3 Selection of Materials

8.3-Q Was there any reason why the analyst chose these particular materials
to analyze, such 38 previous familiarity with them pr plans to teach them in
the future? If so, describe the reason briefly.

/ / 1 _/ /# /
Yes No SN NA PA

8.4 References

In Section 1.61'.'refercnces are given which should help the reader of the
analysis learn more about the materials. In Section 7.32, references are given
which contain additional information about the project which produced the mate-
Halm. In this section, the analyst should note references that he found par-

I

ticularly helpful in understanding and applying the analysis system.
8.4-Q lf the analyst used any references which helped him understand and

apply the analysis system to these materials, im;icate those--two or three at
the must- -which were most helpful.

33

1 / /0 /
SN NA UA
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8.5 Attitudes and Opinions of the Analyst

These questions are to be answered by the analyst after he has completed the

entire analysis.

8.5-101 How adequately does the analyst thirik his analysis represents the
materials analyzed?

/ /-//1/i/
/ /0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA vA CVery Moderately Very

ivadequately adequate adequately

8.5-02 1k &um the analyst feel about the system used to mOlte this annlysth
(the CMAS)?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 SN NA VA CVery Ambivalent Very
negative positive

:34


